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	Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects), 9781430218272 (1430218274), Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its modularity: Eclipse employs plug–ins in order to provide all of its functionality on top of (and including) the RCP, in contrast to some other applications where functionality is typically hard–coded. RCP apps are platform independent: they can be built for all major operating systems such as Windows, Linux, and Mac from a single code base. And the RCP provides a professional look and feel for applications.
Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects is a clear and technical guide for Eclipse developers to help them enhance their knowledge and achieve their goals quickly. 

	The book explains the technical concepts easily and in an engaging way.
	The text provides plenty of source code and images as learning aids. 
	Several practical projects and case studies are included. 


What you’ll learn

	Understand RCP basics, architecture, and foundations.
	Use and incorporate plug–ins with Eclipse.
	Design and develop user interface components and work with the Eclipse FormsAPIs.
	Add and integrate 2D graphics using the Graphical Editing Framework.
	Build professional–looking and functional reports with Eclipse BIRT.
	Create visually more dynamic 3D graphics by incorporating OpenGL into Eclipse.
	Add help support and automated updates via the Update Manager.


Who is this book for?

The primary audience of this book will be developers and software engineers involved in user interface development with the Eclipse platform. Also, this book will be valuable to scientists, students, practitioners, and all those interested in multiplatform user interface development.

About the Apress Practical Series

The Practical series from Apress is your best choice for getting the job done, period. From professional to expert, this series lets you apply project–motivated templates (or frameworks) step by step in a very direct, practical, and efficient manner toward current real–world projects that may be sitting on your desk. So whatever your career goal, Apress can be your trusted guide to take you where you want to go on your IT career empowerment path.

About the Author

Vladimir Silva holds a master’s degree in computer science from Middle Tennessee State University. He worked for four years for IBM as a research engineer where he acquired extensive experience in distributed and grid computing research. Vladimir is a highly technical, focus–based individual and team player. He belongs to two National Honor Societies and has published many computer science articles for IBM and is author of Grid Computing for Developers (Charles River Media, 2005).
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On Top of the Cloud: How CIOs Leverage New Technologies to Drive Change and Build Value Across the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Praise for On Top of the Cloud


	"21st-century CIOs have a dual responsibility: driving down costs and creating new business value. Managing this seeming dichotomy is the domain of top business executives everywhere, and CIOs everywhere are learning to step it up. The original research contained in Hunter's book...


		

Anatomic Basis of Tumor SurgerySpringer, 2010

	Modern biological understanding is the basis for a multimodality treatment of a tumor. 'Anatomic Basis of Tumor Surgery' is the only book that provides an anatomic basis and description of tumor surgery based on an understanding of both the anatomy and biology of tumor progression. It presents the regional anatomy to allow tailoring...


		

Model-Driven Architecture in Practice: A Software Production Environment Based on Conceptual ModelingSpringer, 2007
Formal specification languages, object-oriented methods, CASE tools, component-based software production, agent-oriented, aspect-oriented ... During the last two decades many techniques have been proposed from both research and industry in order to generate a correct software product from a higher-level system specification. Nevertheless, the many...




	

How Do Hybrid Cars Work? (Science in the Real World)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
In recent years, there has been much concern about the world's reliance on nonrenewable resources, such as oil. Scientists are attempting to decrease our dependency on oil - something cars require to work. Hybrid cars, which run on alternative energy sources like sunlight, corn, and biofuels, may be the key to using less oil. "How Do Hybrid...


		

Why Do Clocks Run Clockwise? And Other ImponderablesHarper Perennial, 1988

	Here are the answers to questions that have been keeping you and your loved ones up nights, questions that have driven families to feuds, questions that nag and nag just won't let go. Have you ever wondered juts what purpose those warning labels on mattresses are supposed to serve? Or what happens to the trend that wears off tires? And...


		

Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod and iTunesQue, 2004
If you have been toying with the idea of getting into digital music…. If you have an
iPod and aren’t sure what to do with it…. If you wish you had a good way to stop
messing around with a bunch of CDs when you want to listen to music…. If you’ve
heard great things about iPods, have seen the...
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